Kagda - Plant

Kagda plant has unique fragrance & beauty.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
299

Description

With this purchase you will get:

01

Kagda Plant
Description for Kagda

Plant height: 10 - 16 inches
Plant spread: 5 - 9 inches

May be attempted in protected locations in Zone 6. Plants usually die to the ground in the cold winter climates of Zones 5 and 6, but may send up new shoots from the roots the following spring. Typically does not require pruning.

Common name(s): -
Flower colours: White
Bloom time: Year-around flowering, Flowers in flushes throughout the year
Max reachable height: 5 to 8 feet
Difficulty to grow: Easy to grow

Planting and care

Plant care may require a bit of effort, but the results are well worth the work. Not all plants are fragrant, but the most common and hardy do produce a sweet, carrying fragrance. Common is a vine and has larger glossy green leaves than Royal. Both can survive in temperate climates if they are planted in a sheltered area.

Sunlight: Full sun to part shade
Soil: Well-drained soil
Water: Medium
Temperature: 28 degrees F
Fertilizer: Apply any organic fertilizer

Caring for Kagda

Every leaf has a growth bud, so removing old flower blossoms encourages the plant to make more flowers instead of using the energy to make seeds. Clean away from around the base of the rosebushes any trimmed debris that can harbor disease and insects.

Typical uses of Kagda

Special features: Specimen, group or mass. Border, foundation or hedge. Site in areas where the flowers and fragrance plus the visiting butterflies may be easily observed. Straight species is infrequently marketed in commerce.

Ornamental use: The plant is used for ornamental purpose.
References

http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/ http://www.flowersofindia.net/

Reviews

Monday, 02 July 2018

Very nice plant. Got delivered with very good condition. Gonna order one more

Dhiraj Gome

Sunday, 01 July 2018

Very nice plant. Got delivered with very good condition. Gonna order one more

Anushka Rane Rele

Tuesday, 26 June 2018

Awesome.... Really I feel its now safe to buy plants online. Perfect packing....Great idea.

Asha S

Monday, 25 June 2018

Its been a month I bought this plant. It came with very few broken leaves but its growing fast now. Very happy with this one.

revathi gandepalli

Sunday, 24 June 2018

Buy this just 2 weeks ago .and its growing very nice

my dreams
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